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Abstract. This paper proposed a new method to classify transient power quality disturbances using 
S-transform and K-Nearest Neighbor classifier. First, S-transform was applied to perform 
time-frequency analysis on the power quality disturbance signals, and the S-transform mode 
time-frequency matrix was achieved from the S-transform, and we got 8 valid features extracted 
from the matrix, then the feature vectors who consisted of the former features were input into the 
Fuzzy KNN classifier to perform the disturbing signals intelligent classification, then completed the 
intelligent classification for six types of transient power quality disturbances signals. The result 
showed that the structure of the proposed method was simple, the number of the needed features 
was little and it was doing well in classifying these types of transient power quality disturbances. 

Introduction 

The transient power quality disturbance is electric power operation problem that electric power 
departments and users have given special attention in recent years. Disturbance problems would 
cause serious consequences such as the un-normal run of the sensitive load, damage of the power 
electronic devices, restart of the microprocessor intelligent devices and failure of protection[1-2]. 
Therefore it is necessary to take identification and classification of the various kinds of transient 
power quality disturbance signals for the control of the power quality. 

As the inheritance and development of the wavelet transform and Fourier transform, the 
S-transform uses the Gaussian window function to dispose the signals. The inverse of the width and 
frequency has a directly proportional relationship and the result is intuitive and not easy to be 
affected by noises[3-5]. The result of S-transform is a plural time-frequency matrix which contains 
distribution information such as amplitude, frequency and phase; the matrix is suitable for the signal 
feature extraction of the transient power quality disturbance signals[6-8]. KNN(K-Nearest Neighbor) 
algorithm is a type of mature algorithm in theory and has advantages as simple structure, fast 
training speed etc[9]. Fuzzy k nearest neighbor algorithm(Fuzzy KNN) is an improved algorithm that 
combines the fuzzy theory and KNN. In this paper, Matlab was used to simulate 6 kinds of common 
transient power quality disturbance signals, and feature extraction algorithm was proposed based on 
the S-transform, combined with the fuzzy KNN classifier, the transient power quality disturbance 
signal was classified automatically. The flow block diagram of the classification of the transient 
power quality disturbance signal based on S-transform is shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig.1 Flow block diagram of the classification of the transient power quality disturbance signal 
based on S-transform 

In this paper, part 1 described the basic principle of S-transform briefly, part 2 described the 
detection and analysis of the transient power quality disturbance signal based on S-transform, part 3 
described the feature extraction part, part 4 described Fuzzy KNN, part 5 described the analysis of 
the results of simulation, part 6 described the conclusion. 
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Principle of S-transform 

S-transform was a kind of reversible time-frequency analysis method which was first proposed in 
1996by scholar Stock well etc. It was a development of continuous wavelet transform and 
short-time Fourier transform[10]. 

The one-dimensional continuous S-transform of signal h(t) was defined as follow:                      
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Among which, ω(t) is Gaussian window function, τ is the shift factor, f is frequency，j is the 
imaginary unit. 

Set δ = 1/|f|, δ was the standard variance of the corresponding Gaussian function to control the 
width of the window function, so that the width of the Gaussian window would change with the 
change of the frequency. When in the low frequency interval, the frequency resolution was high as 
the Gaussian window was wide and flat; When in the high frequency interval, the frequency 
resolution was high as the Gaussian window was tall and high. This kind of multi-resolution 
time-frequency analysis method met the needs of the transient signal analysis and overcome the 
defects that the time-frequency resolution of short-time Fourier transform was changeless. 

The one-dimensional continuous inverse transformation: 
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The relationship between S-transform of signal x(t) and Fourier transform x(f): 
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Therefore, discrete S-transform could be gained through the following ways: Assume h(kT)(k=0, 

1,2,..., N-1) was the discrete time series sampled from the continuous time signal x(t), the sampling 
interval was t, the total sampling points was N.  

The discrete Fourier transform: 
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S-transform could be calculated rapidly by fast Fourier transform, in particular, when n = 0, the 

discrete S-transform: 
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A complex time-frequency matrix was got through S-transform from the signal x(kT), denoted as 

S matrix, the column elements corresponded to the time sampling points, the line elements 
corresponded to the frequency sampling points. Molded the elements of S matrix to get the mode S 
time-frequency matrix, the column vector represented the distribution the signal amplitude varied 
with the frequency transformation at a certain moment, the row vector represented the distribution 
the signal amplitude varied with the frequency transformation at a certain moment. So the size of 
any element in the S mode time-frequency matrix was the corresponding amplitude size of the 
frequency and time in S-transform[11]. 

N*N points (N rows and N columns) would be got by calculation steps from S-transformation of 
N signal. But the S-transform mode time-frequency matrix had N/2+1 rows and N columns, as the 
S-transform needed N/2+1 times N points fast Fourier transform for the conjugate symmetry 
characteristic of the Fourier transform. 
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Detection and analysis of the transient power quality disturbance signal based on S-transform 

Six types of signals was produced using the MATLAB simulation, based on the mathematical 
model of the disturbance signals in literature [12]: S1 – the ideal voltage signal, S2 – the transient 
decline voltage signal, S3 – the transient rise voltage signal, S4 – the interrupt voltage signal, S5 – 
the transient oscillation signal, S6 – the transient harmonic signal. Among which the power 
frequency is 50Hz. The sampling frequency of the high frequency oscillation signal was 3200Hz 
while the sampling frequency of the rest was 1000Hz. The amplitude parameters, the disturbance 
moment start-stop parameters, disturbance duration and frequency parameters of the disturbance 
signal were generated randomly for a better simulation of the actual situation. The mode 
time-frequency matrix was obtained by the s-transform, and the corresponding time domain and 
frequency domain characteristic curve were obtained by line vector envelope curve and column 
vector envelope curve respectively. Figure a, b, c, d, e, f represented the ideal voltage signal, the 
transient decline voltage signal, the transient rise voltage signal, the interrupt voltage signal, the 
transient oscillation signal, and the transient harmonic signal respectively. 

                 
    (a) Characteristic curve of the ideal          (b) Characteristic curve of the   transient   

voltage signal                              decline voltage signal 

                 
    (c) Characteristic curve of the transient          (d) Characteristic curve of the interrupt   

voltage signal                              voltage signal 

                 
    (e) Characteristic curve of the transient          (f) Characteristic curve of the transient   

oscillation signal                            harmonic signal 
Fig.2 Characteristic curve of the transient disturbance 

From the above diagram, if can be seen that the time-frequency characteristics of every kind of 
disturbance signal can be shown intuitively by S-transform. 

Feature extraction of disturbance signals 

Eight feature characteristics were extracted from S-transform in time-frequency matrix 
separately for automatic identification, according to the analysis of the characteristic curve of the 
disturbance signal. The eight feature characteristics: the average value of fundamental frequency 
amplitude F1, the sample point number of amplitude greater than standard values’ 105% in 
fundamental frequency amplitude F2 (standard amplitude M=0.4959), the sample point number of 
amplitude less than standard values’ 95% in fundamental frequency amplitude F3, the sample point 
number of amplitude less than standard values’ 10% in fundamental frequency amplitude F4, wave 
number of frequency envelope F5, mean value great than or equal to fundamental frequency 
extracted from time envelope of row vector maximums F6, standard deviation of time-domain 
envelope F7, standard deviation of frequency spectrum F8. Table 1 shows one feature vector of the 
six kinds of disturbance signals. 
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Table 1. The feature vector of six kinds of disturbance signals 
type of 

disturbance 
characteristic quantity 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 
S1 0.4959 0 0 0 1 0.5 6.21E-16 0.0829 
S2 0.4875 0 124 0 1 0.4905 0.0199 0.0798 
S3 0.5072 106 0 0 1 0.5138 0.0369 0.1092 
S4 0.2972 0 476 353 1 0.2651 0.2283 0.0790 
S5 0.4958 0 0 0 2 0.5 0.00032 0.1013 
S6 0.4954 0 0 0 4 0.4990 0.0024 0.1632 

Qualitative analysis from the table we could get that, the ideal voltage signal, the transient 
oscillation signal, and the transient harmonic signal could be separated from the transient decline 
voltage signal, the transient rise voltage signal, and the interrupt voltage signal by characteristic F1; 
the transient rise voltage signal could be separated from the transient decline voltage signal and the 
interrupt voltage signal by characteristic F2, F3, F4, the transient harmonic signal and the transient 
oscillation signal could be separated from the rest disturbance signal by characteristic F5, F6, the 
transient harmonic signal and the transient oscillation signal could be separated from the rest 
disturbance signal by characteristic F7, F8. 

Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbor 

KNN algorithm was presented by the Cover and Hart in 1968, it is a kind of lazy learning 
algorithm based on statistics. The basic thought of KNN: first calculate the Euclidean distance 
between the classifying sample X and the training samples of the training sample set according to 
the distance metric function, then sorted the calculated distances, selected K nearest training 
samples to the classifying sample X as K nearest neighbor of X. Classified samples X as such 
category if the majority of the K nearest neighbor belonged to the category[13]. 

KNN of the unknown sample was choose by KNN algorithm, classified unknown sample as such 
category if the majority of the K nearest neighbor belonged to the category. As figure 1 shows , 
assume there were three sample sets and 1 unknown sample, K = 5, from the figure we can see that 
three belongs to ω1, one belongs to ω2, and one belongs to ω3 of the five nearest training sample. 
The unknown sample was classified into the category ω1 according to the rules of KNN decision[14]. 

 
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of KNN algorithm 

But it would reduce the classification accuracy of KNN if only considered the K sorted nearest 
neighbor and ignored the different distance between samples, when the distribution of the learning 
samples category was unevenness. Fuzzy KNN was introduced for the solving of this problem. 
Fuzzy KNN is a kind of supervised learning techniques which combined the fuzzy theory with the k 
nearest neighbor algorithm. It obfuscated the distance between the unknown samples and k nearest 
neighbors, and set the corresponding membership degree for each category, which was not as 
simple as KNN to categorize unknown samples as "belong to" or "does not "belong to"[15]. 

Simulation results and analysis 

600 training samples (each kind signal 100 samples) were produced using Matlab, 20 test 
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samples was produced by each signal. Classification results are shown in table 2. 
Table 2 Result of classification 

type of signals S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

S1 20 0 0 0 0 0 
S2 0 20 0 2 0 0 
S3 0 0 20 0 0 0 
S4 0 0 0 18 0 0 
S5 0 0 0 0 20 0 
S6 0 0 0 0 0 20 

As the 6*6 mixed matrix showed in Table 2, the diagonal element represented the number of 
correct classification and the off-diagonal element represented the number of error classification. 
Among which the accuracy of each classification was the ratio of the correct number and the 
number of test samples. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy and the overall classification 
accuracy of each signal. The simulation result diagram is shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig.4 Diagram of simulation testing 

 
Table 3 analysis of the classification results 

type of signals number of 
test samples 

number of 
Classified 
correctly 

accuracy 

the ideal voltage signal 20 20 100% 
the transient decline voltage 
signal 

20 20 100% 

the transient rise voltage signal 20 20 100% 
the interrupt voltage signal 20 18 90% 
the transient oscillation signal 20 20 100% 
the transient harmonic signal 20 20 100% 
the overall accuracy 98.3% 

From the analysis of the simulation results, six kinds of signals can be identified and 
classification effectively through the proposed method. The recognition rate of each disturbance 
signal was high. 

Conclusion 

This paper processed six kinds of typical disturbance signals by S-transform, got corresponding 
mode time-frequency matrix and extracted eight effective characteristics. Classified six kinds of 
signals combined with the FKNN classifier. As a kind of supervised learning algorithm, FKNN 
processed each unknown sample with the same algorithm, and there is no convergence phenomenon 
for the un-iterative process of this algorithm. Valued the fuzzy weighted adjustment factor m = 2, 
and tested the influence of different m values on FKNN classification accuracy within the scope of 
[1, 3] by step value of 0.1, the results showed that there were no significant differences. The overall 
recognition rate of six kind disturbance signals was 98.3% when set m = 2, k = 3, the general 
classification effect was fine. 
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